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5. Signed theories 
As discussed in Section 4 (see Part i), algebraic theories in the general sense of 
Lawvere [23] are abstract with respect to presentations: neither any given operations 
nor any particular equations are determined by the isomorphism class of a theory: 
in fact, not even the ranks or the total number of operations are determined.’ This 
degree of abstraction is not appropriate for the specification of programming 
concepts, because the up*r of (say) a database will in fact have available a particular 
set of basic operations, out cf which any other operations have to be explicitly 
synthesized (as so-called derived operators). That is, a particular signature is actually 
given. It will do no harm if the names of sorts and operations are changed, as long 
as the relationships among them are preserved. Thus, we can permit determination 
up to signature isomorphism. We do, however, definitely want full abstraction with 
respect o the equations part of a presentation. For example, the user of an abstraction 
* The original version of this paper was completed in July 1978 while the authors were at the Computer 
Science Department of the University of California at Los Angeles and the Department of Artificial 
Intelligence of the University of Edinburgh, respeceively. 
** Part 1 was published in Theoretical Computer Science, Vol. 3 1, Nos. ( 1, 2) ( 1984) pp. 175-209. The 
numbering of sections, definitions and results in Part 2 cxrtinues from that of Part 1, and the bibliography 
of Part 2 contains only items cited in Part 2. Needless to say, the reader is assumed f.amiliar with Part 
1. The abstract of this paper is included only in Part i. 
’ For many-sorted theories, the sort set is determined up to isomorphism, that is, up to a renaming 
of sorts. In particular, the number of sorts is determined. 
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will not care-or be able to determine from using the operations-which among a 
number of equivalent sets of equations may have been actually given by a specifier; 
only the total set of all-equations which follow (that is, the theory) is rele,lrant in 
this situation. What we want, therefore, is a notion of ‘signed theory’, such that 
isomorphism classes of such objects determine a signature (up to renaming of 
operations and sorts) and a deductively closed set of equations over that signature. 
The basrc idea is to give a signature, together with an interpretation of it into a theory. 
Definition 7. A signed theory is a pair (X, T: Tz + a), where C is a signature, T is 
a theory, and T is a theory morphism. 
If (2X’, T’ : Trg + U’) is another signed theory, then a signed theory morphism 
(2, T:U1-+lJ)-+(,V’, T’:Up U’) is a pair (f, If) such that f: C + 2’ is a signature 
morphism and H: ?r + T’ is a theory morphism such that 
commutes (where. U denotes the free functor F: Sig +Theo, so that Ul -= F(2)). 
Given also a signed theory morphism 
(s’, H’):(,r’, T’:U1~-+U’)+(Yt, T”:U\. -+U”), 
the composition (.1; H)(_f”, H’) is defined to be (fl, HH’). The identity 1 T 3n 7’ is 
( I L, IT). Let SigTheo denote the category of signed theories. 
For notational convenience, we may write just T for the pair (2, T: Uz - U), and 
in fact, it is possible to recover S and C from the functor T: UE + U by examining 
the concrete elements of its source, the free theory 8;. (But S and G cannot be‘ 
recovered from the isomorphism classes of T or of 8.) Recall that we have already 
introduced the similar convention of denoting (S, C) by just L 
It is easy to see that SigTheo actually is a category. In fact, SigTheo is (isomorphic 
to) the comma category (F/Theo), as can be seen by comparing Definition 7 with 
Section 2. Because F is a left adjoint, it preserves colimits, and we are able to 
conclude the following from Corollary 4: 
Proposition 12. SigTheo is cocontpkre. 
By Proposition 1, SigTheo is also isomorphic to the comma category (Sig/ U), 
where U: Theo + Sig is the forgetful functor. Under this isomorphism, T: ? 2 + U 
i\ represented by I): 2‘ -+ II such th;t: D” = T. 
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Because of the fact that theories are themselves composite objects (namely, 
functors) it may be worth expanding Definition 7 by substituting in the relevant 
definitions from Section 4. However, it should definitely be emphasized that the 
f:andle which the comma category concepts give us on this situation, makes it in 
genera] unnecessary to :ictually work with these concepts at the finer level of detail. 
Let us assume, then, that T is in more detail the functor .Z: T,-, T; and of course, 
BE is the inclusion function I: BSL) -IT= with quite possibly SO # S. (If the reader is 
confused by this, he should review Definition 3 and related material in Section 4.) 
Next, a theory morphism Z + .Z is a pair ($, T) with $: S + S, a function and T: UI; + T 
a functor, such that 
commutes in fheo, where !P is the functor induced by @ (i.e., P = T,). This 
discussior. shouU make clear the convenience of writing just T: lJr + U. 
While wu are at it, we will slso expand the definition of a morphism of signed 
theories. Let T’: Trf+ 8’ be another signed theory, with P’, +‘, I’, J’, Sd, S’ corre- 
sponding to the undashed symbols above. Then the signed theory morphism looks 
as follows: 
Once again, the value of the comma category concepts becomes clear, in that it is 
unnecessary to deal with this complexity directly. 
If we restrict to S-sorted theories, for a fixed S, things get simpler. A signed 
theory is a diagram 
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and thus may as well just be T: Tz + ‘1T. A morphism of signed theories is a diagram 
T’ . 
II- 
and therefore might as well just be the square, without the left-hand triangle. 
There is an additional point about signed theories which should be mentioned 
here, although it will be taken up in more detail later. The functor T: -ITI + T need 
not be surjective on either objects or morphisms. This permits there to be in U both 
sorts and operations which are ‘hidden’ from the point of view of a user of the 
abstraction who only has access to operations in C (plus combinations of them, 
giving all of L). 
It is often very convenient to have such hidden sorts and operations for use in 
defining the semantics of those which are in 2; but it is also the case that one 
sometimes wants to get rid of this scafloiding after i? has done its job. This leads 
to the desirability of taking the image of T in U to get a surjective theory morphism, 
as discussed in Section 7. 
We conclude this section with a discussion of CLEAR’S enrich.. . by.. . enden 
construction, which adds further sorts and operations to a given signed theory: Let 
T:lJp U be a signed theory, where C has sort set S, and let P = (S u S’, 2 LJ C’, 8) 
he a presentation with S, S’ and 2: 2’ disjoint. Define r”: U\.,i\.a+ Ur, to be the usual 
quotient morphism. Then we say that (S’, Iv’, 8) 




enriches T: UL + U iff there is an 
U 
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commutes, where ‘IT- --) UrUrt is the evident inclusion; and the expression “enrich 
T by P enden” is t&en to denote the morphism T”. (If S”# 8, it should be called an 
extension, and if F is not hijective an extrusion; but CLEAR syntax does not make 
these distinctions. Note that if F is not injective, then the construction is taken to be 
ill-formed.) Some examples of this construction are given in Section 9. 
If one is willing to restrict attentio n to the case of theories without hidden sorts 
or operations, then it is possible to give a description of signed theories in terms of 
presentations: the full subcategory of SigTheo with surjective morphisms as objects 
is equivaieni to the full subcategory of Pres with deductively closed families of 
equations. (Note that such presentations are not necessarily fully closed, because 
the signature has not been closed, just the equations.) 
6. Derivors and Kleisli categories 
The version of CLEAR in [8] has a feature for ‘deriving’ one theory from another, 
by defining operators in the new theory in terms of derived operators in the old 
theory; this can be viewed as a construction upon signed theories, but it takes us 
outside the category given in Definition 7. The purpose of this construction is not 
only to rcfefine new operations in terms of old ones, but also to ‘abstract’ out unused 
aspects of the old structure_ The abstraction aspect is handled by the factorization 
introduced in Section 7. The derive construction is conveniently developed by starting 
from the notion of a ‘derivor’ as a more general kind of morphism between signatures. 
Because the construction is a very general one, using only adjointness, a::d because 
it is well known in its general form as the Kleisli category (see [25, p. 14331, we 
develop it in the following abstract setting: Let A, B be categories with F: A --, B, 
U: B -+ A functors, F left adjoint to U with unit components qn: A -+ U( F(A)). 
Definition 8. The category Der( F-i U) of derivors for the adjunction F--I U is 
defined as follows: its objects are those of A; its morphisms A -f A’ are deriuors, 
which are defined to be morphsisms D: A + U(F(A’)) in A; its composition 
Af: A'fS A" is defined to be the composition A-f: U(F(A’))m U(F(A”)) in A 
and its identity IA on A is Q. 
The reader may wish to verify that derivors, as defined above, correspond for 
algebraic theories to derivors in the sense of ADJ [3], [8] or [ 161. A number of 
examples of derivors are given in these papers; and this paper gives one in the next 
section. 
Proposition 13. In the above situation, 
( 1) there is a bijection between derivors A -% U( F(A’)) and morphisms F(A)& F(A’) 
in 6, given by tf as in Section 2; 
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1 Der( F + U) is a category, in fact, the Kleisli category of the monad of ( F --/ U) 
deJining E(A)= F(A) for AE IAI, and E(Az U(F(A’)))= F(A)% F(A’), / 
1’ a functor E: Ded U--I F) + 6; corestricting this functor to a full subcategory 
Er of 8 with objects of the form F(A) for A E IAl yields an equivalence of categories; 
it is an isomorphism if F is injective stii objects and morphisms ; 
(5) if F is faithful, then A is (or can be viewed as) a subcategory of D&( F i U) by 
the functor I: A-, Der( F-i U) with I(A_t = A for A E IAl, and with, for ASA’, I(a) 
the composite A 5 A’ Y-’ 3 U( F( A’)) ; I is functorial even if F is unfaithful; and, fkally, 
IoE=E 
Proof. Both (1) and (2) are general factors about adjunctions; indeed, the bijection 
is exactly the function tt of Section 2. The relevant pictures are 
AZ U(F(A’)) and A ‘A l U(F(A)) 
-- -. 
F(A)?+ F( A’) F(A) 23 F(A)’ 
. 
respectively. 
(3) To show D=Der(FiU’ J is a category, we must show that composition is 
associative, and that q,, is really an identity. 
Let AZ A’% A”2 A”’ be morphisms in 0, let * denote composition in 0, and let 
0 denote composition in both A and B. First, note the correspondence 
A’ 2 IpJ( F( A”))% u( F( A”‘)) 
F(/,‘)% F(A”)=+ ,(A”‘) ’ 
a special case of rule (RNAT). Then 
D*(U’*D”)= noU((D’oU(D”~))~)zz DoQD’“oD”O) 
= Do( U( D”)o U( D”‘)) = (Do U( D’=))o U( D”*) 
= (D * D’) * D”, 
as desired. 
Next, 
ALL., U(F(A))= U(F(A’)) 
F(A) ” ‘F(A)-‘% FfA’) 
Similarly, 3* q,), = D. 
We now show that 0 is the Kleisli category in A for the monad T = (K q, p> of 
the :;hjuilction ( F -+ b’l, where T = FU, and p = FEU: F( UF) U + FU, where q and 
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E are the unit and co-unit of the adjunction (see [25, p. 1371). The Kleisli category 
objects are those of A, and the Kleisli morphisms are as defined above. It remains 
to check that the two compositions agree. For AZ A’ZA”, the Kleisli composition 
0 is given by (see [25, p. 1431) 
DOD’= DoT(D’)opA’~ 
= Do U( F( D’))opA” 
= Do U( F( D’)o Cam/,“)) 
= Do U(D’*) 
= DaD’, 
using Em = (1 utBJs and naturality, as desired. 
(4) To show that E is a functor, we must show that it preserves identities and 
compositions. Preservation of identities is shown by (2) above, and preservation of 
composition is the following calculation, for Afl, A’ and A’D: A” in 0, 
E(D*D’)= E(DoU(D”)) 
= (Do U( D’*\)’ 
= D’o D’ (by (RNAQ) 
= E( D)o E( D’). 
To show that E is an equivalence of A with the full subcategory Der of B with 
objects F(A), it suffices to show (see [25, p. 913) that E is full and faithful, and that 
each object in its target is isomorphic to an object in the image. E is full and faithful 
because in fact each Es+‘: D(A, A’)+ B(F(A), F(A’)) is an isomorphism, namely Sr: 
and the third condition is satisfied because an object F(A) is in the target category 
Der iff it is in the image of E, by definition of fi as the full subcategory of B with 
objects of the form F(A). If F is injective, then so is E; then E is an isomorphism. 
We omit the proof of (S), except to note that f c E = F follows from rule (LUN) 
of Section 2. q 
In the case of particular interest, A = Sig, B = Theo, and we shall write Dei for 
the category Der( F + U) of derivors. 
Now if Xf: U(U,) is a derivor and T1 -*T-U is a signed theory, then we can form 
the composition 2% u(Ulr)n U(U), which gives a new signed theory UX -+ ‘IT 
with signature 2, namely (Do U( T))‘. The derive construction of Burstall and Goguen 
[S] gives the image (using factorization- see Section 7) of this theory morphism. 
Definition 9. A derived signed theory morphism, from signed theory T: Uz -+ U to 
T’ : U,-,-, U’, is a pair {@, H), where @: UZ -+ ULr and H : U + U' are morphisms in 
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commutes. Defining composition the obvious way, let DSigTheo denote the category 
with signed theories as objects and derived signed theory morphisms. 
The reason for the name is that any morphism @: ‘IT: -+ ‘IT_y$ comes from a unique 
derivor D: 2 + U(T,,), namely D = qI 0 U( @). Furthermore, we have the following. 
Proposition 14. In the above situation: 
( 1) DSigTheo is (isomorphic to) the comma category (E/Theo), where E is the 
extension of F from source Sig to source Der given in (4) of Proposition 13. 
(2) De$ne J: Der --* DSigTheo to send the object C to the identit,) morphism UL -+ TX 
(an object in DSigTheo) and to send the derivor 22 U(lL_-) to the morphism 
in which the horizontal (unlabelled) arrows are identities. Then J is a _fkll andjhitI#rl 
jirnctor, and is injective if F is injective on objet ts. 
(3) Tlae category SigTheo of signed theories ( Dqfinition 7) is the subcategory of 
DSigTheo dme morphisms (@, H) have (9 - F(q), w%th cp: z‘ + Y in Sig (more 
accuratel?, there is an injective jitnctor SigTheo + DSigTheo dwse object part sends 
T: U L -+ T to itself: and whose morphism part sends (q, I-!!> to ( F(q ), H ), \Aere F is 
the _/i-ee thcor_\* jitnctor Sig -+ Theo). 
We now discuss colimits in Der, starting with the following result, whose proof 
we omit. 
Lemma 15. l.f D c A is a jirll slrhcategor~\; and M: G -+ D is a diagram in D with 
colimit (Y : ICI 3 A in A consistijlg qf’ morphisms LY (n) : hi(n) -+ A actuall~~ in 0. the11 (Y 
is alsn a colimit qf M in 0. 
Note that because F: Sig +Theo is a left ad-joint, it preserves colimits: that Sig 
has finite colimits: and that F factors through Der. Letting F’: Sig + Der denote 
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this factorization, and letting I!?: Der + Der denote the equivalence, we have the 
following diagram: 
in which H = FE. Then we have the following. 
Proposition 16. !f M: G + Der is a diagram of the form M’H, and M’ : G + Sig has 
colimit CY: M’+ 2, then M has colimit &I: M =i&. 
-- 
Proof. R!‘F !I;;; colimit arF in Theo, and aF actually lies in Der: thus, M’F’ has 
colimit ati’, by Lemma 15. Since E is an equivalence, it also preserves cofimits; 
thus M’F% has colimit aF%. El 
It follows that Der has colimits of finite diagrams coming from Sig; in general, 
it has few others. However, note that finite coproducts in Der are included among 
those which do exist. 
We now give a result on colimits in the cateogy DSigTheo of signed theories 
with derivors as morphisms. Recall that there is a full injective functor .I: Der -+ 
DSigTheo. Thus, we have the following diagram and result, using H as above: 
- DSigTheo 
Proposition 17. [f M: G + DSigTheo is a diagram of thejbrm M IW, where W: G -+ 
Sig has cwlinlit CY : M’a -, F- then M has colimit cuHJ: M =+$J. 
Proof. Using that .I is injective, apply Lemma 15 and Proposition T 6. q 
7. Factorizations 
AS defined in [8], CLEAR has a construction called derive which permits one to 
define, from a signed theory T: U\- + U, a new signed theory, say T’: Ull+ T’, by 
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giving a derL*or D: C’ -, U(L). T’ is actually obtained as a factorization of the 
composition D”r, as indicated in the diagram 
The idea is to pick out a subtheory T’ of T, and give it a signatur;i 11’ whose operation 
symbols denote derived operators in X, as defined by the derivor D. The process 
of ‘pruning’ theories by discarding unused parts corresponds to what is called 
‘abstraction’ in computer science, in that some details about how the theory was 
constructed are lost. It follows from results of Thatcher, Wagner and Wright [32] 
(following Majster [Xl) that theories can be obtained in this way, which cannot be 
obtained purely from a finite equational presentation. The discarded parts of the 
theory U correspond to what Parnas has called ‘hidden operators’. 
The key to being able to do this, is to be able to factor an arbitrary theory 
morphism into a composition of an ‘extremal’ epimorphism (this is defined below) 
f’ollow:d by an injective morphism. We shall first discuss factorization situations in 
general. since there are quite a number of different ways of factoring morphisms in 
urbitrary categories; the following is a convenient way of axiomatizing such situ- 
ation?., apparently due to Isbell [20] (see also Herrlich and Strecker [19]). 
Definition 10. An irnuge j~cforization systmz for a category C is a pair (E, M) of 
classes of morphisms of C such that 
f IFSI) both E and M are closed under composition, 
! 1 FSZ) all isomorphisms are in both E and M, 
(IFS3) morphisms in E are epic, and in M are manic, 
t I FS4 1 every _#‘E C has an (E, M)+actarization (q rn) (this means that .f‘= 4 0 171) 
and this factorization is unique up-to-isomorphism, in the sense that if (6, ~IJ’) is 
another (E, Mi factorization of r; then there is a unique isomorphism c ET C such 








0nnute5 in C. 
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of all, it follows from (IFSl) and (IFS2) that E and M are both subcategories of 
C. Furthermore, we have the following. 
Proposition 18. If (E, M) is an image factorization system jbr a categor?’ C, then 
(1) the ‘diagonal Jill-in propertv’ holds: given eo g = j-0 m, with e I;- E, m ; M. thew 





commutes in C, 
(25 conversely, {f m E C has the property that whenever Y g = t IQ IN t* E fltc*r,. 
is c E C with eo c = f, then we must have m E M; dually, ,fiw c + C CU:~ m 1 Iw. A 
CT= f 0 m implies there is c E. C with eo c =.f, then e E E, 
(3) if.f E E Lend f E M, then f is an isomorphism, 
(4) if _f ‘) 7 E E, then g E E, 
(5) iffcg E M, then f E M, 
(6) tf e, E E and u, mi exists, then ui ei E E, 
(7) if m, E M and ni nIi exists, then ni mi E M. 
It follows from (1) and (2) that in an (E, M)-factorization situation, E uniquely 
determines M, and also M uniquely determines E. In particular, taking M to be 
the monomorphisms of a category C determines E to be the extremal epimorphisms 
of C, those epimorphisms which satisfy the condition: if e =fm and if m is a 
monomorphism, then m must be an isomorphism. 
The following generalization of (6) (along with its dual, which generalizes (7)) 
may be of use in some situations. 
Proposition 19. Let (E, M) be an imagefactorization system_for C, let Mbe a non-empty 
diagram in C, and let a(n): M(n)-+ C be a colimit cone (where n ranges over the 
nodes in the shape qf M). Now let p(n): M(n)+ E NISO be a cone irr E? Then the 
resulting morphism b: C + E (such that cr(n)( b = P(~)J is also in E. 
Method of proof. Use (4) of Proposition 18. cl 
The following in many cases provides a useful sufficient condition for a category 
to have (extremal epic, manic)-fBctorizations (for the terminology, and a proof, see 
[19; 17.161) 
’ It will actually sufice that any single morphism p(rz,.) be in E. 
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Theorem 20. [f a category C is well-powered, has intersections (of subobjects) and 
equalizers, then C has (extremal epic, manic)-factorizations. 
Unfortunately, this result does not tell us what these factorizations look like, and 
this is something which we really do want to know. 
Definition 11. A theory morphism (cp, F) : T + 8’ is kjective iff cp is injective and F 
is injective (meaning both its object and morphism parts are injective). We shall 
call (cp, F) an inclusion (and also call T a subtheor:; of -IT’) iff both <p and F are 
inclusions. The diagram below recalls the elements of this situation: 
where Q, = ‘IT,. 
The graph image of a functor F: U -+ U’ is the subgraph’ of U( 1.‘) with its nodes 
the objects IFI( w) for M’ c IU], and with its edges the morphisms F(t) for t E B; it is 
denoted im( F). 
A theory morphism (43 F): -IT + T’ is generous iff U’ is the smallest sub-theory of 
U’ containing the graph image of E 
The generous image of a theory morphism (q, F) : U + U’, denoted Gim( q, F), is 
the smallest subtheory of 8’ containing the graph image of F, with J: U .q + Gim( cp, F), 
where . = im(q) and J is the simultaneous restriction of J’ to Us and corestriction 
to Gim( q, F) (but some times ‘generous image’ refers just to the sub-category 
Gim( q, F)). 
Proposition 21. Using the above notation: 
( I ) the generous image Gim( q, F) always exists, and is in fact the least subgraph oj 
8’ containing im( F) and closed ( in U’) under composition and tupling : - 
(2) (q, F) is generous [JI” U’ = G im(p, F); 
t 3) (t,c, F) is generous iJ’ ~#lenever (cf, F) = ((c, H)( L, I> with (L, 1) injective, then 
il. Ii 1s an isomorphism : moreover, it‘ (1, I) is an inclusion, then it is an equalit_,. : 
(4) erery morphism t’E G im(q, F) can be written us an expression 
e’f F( t, ), . . . , F( I, )) in the operations of composition and tupling, with I, c U ; con- 
r-erscl?: each SUC~~I expression lies in Gim( q, F) : 
(5) a generous theoy morphism is epic : 
(6) (1 composire qf generous theory morphisms is generous. 
’ it i< bnoun th,lt the graph image ih not necessarily 3 subcategory; for LI simple example, SW AW 
i I. P 5cl- -1 hc prd-hn ii that the composite of two morphisms in the image need not be in the image. 
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Proof. Observe first (a) that when talking about subtheories f of U’, we can ignore 
the theory morphism J: U-q+ 8, because it is , imply the corestriction of J’: f,# -+ T’ 
to 8. 
(1) Now, if we show (b) that a subgraph B of a theory T’ gives a subtheory iff it 
is closed under composition and tupling (in U’); and (c) any intersecticn of sub- 
theories is a subtheory; then it follows that (d) the intersection of all subtheories 
containing a subgraph T is the least subtheory of 8’ containing f; that (e) there is 
a least sabih~ory Gim( 9, F) of 8’ containing im( F) ; and that (f) Gim( q, F) is 
(from (b)) therefore the least subgraph of T’ closed under composition and tupling 
(in T’) and containing im(F). 
(b) follows from (a) and the definitions; (c) follows from (b); then (d), (e), and 
(f) follo\q as indicated . 
(2) follows directly from (I) and the definitions. 
(3) Note that the graph image of an injection gives a subtheory (using (a)). Thus, 
if (q, F) is generous and factors as indicated, with (L, I) not an isomorphism, then 
(cp, F) factors through a proper subtheory T’ contining im(F), contrary to the 
definition of generous. Conversely, if U’ is not generous, let 7 be a proper subtheory 
of U’ containirg im( F), and let (6, I) be its inclusion. Then (cp, F) = ($, H)( L, I) 
with ($, H ) the oorestriction of (c, F) to 7. 
If (cp, F) is generous and (L, I) is an i:;clusion, we get T = U’. 
(4) Every t’c Gim(cp, F) is in the closure ofim( F) under composition and tupling 
in U’, by (I), and can therefore be given by an expression built up from composition, 
tupling, and the elements F(t;) of im(F). The converse is obvious. 
(5) Let (q, F) be generous, and let 
commute. By (2), U’= Gim( q, F). Let t’e U’. Then by (4), t’ = e’( F( I,), . . . , F( t,)). 
Therefore, H(t’)= H(e’(F(t,), . . . 9 F(t,,)))= e’,(H(F(t,)), . . . , H(F(t,,))), using the 
fact that theory morphisms preserve both composition and tupling, but subscripting 
eb with 9 to indicate the sort of changes involved. Similarly, we have H’( t’) = 
el_( H’( F( t, H, . . . , H’(F(t,))). Kit H(F(t,))=H’(F(ti)) (and +(c~(s))=$‘(c~(s)) 
for keeping track of sorts) implies H( t’) = H’( t’). Thus, H = H’. 
(6) Assume (q, F), (tp’, F’) generous in 
u (lp.l=i (V’,F’) --+ p----+ -f”. 
Then 8’ = Gim( sp, F) and -IT”= Gim(q’, F’). Let 0 U” be e”(F’( f!), . . . , F’( tit)). 
Similarly.> let ti = ei( F( ti! ), . . . , F( ti,;,)). Now substituting the expressions e: in the [ii 
for the t; into err gives an expression in U” in the F’( F( tii)). q 
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Notice that (I) and (2) imply that every theory morphism can be factored as a 
generous morphism followed by an inclusion. 
The explicit form of (4) turns out to be the most useful way of proving non-trivial 
facts about generosity. Condition (3) above can be paraphrased as “all generous 
theory morphisms are extremal”. Here is one more collection of results before we 
summarize. 
Proposition 21 (continued). Using the above notation still: 
(7) every theory morphism (p, F) factors uniquely as (+, G)( L, I) with (J/, G) 
generous and (L, I) an inclusion ; 
(8) every theory morphism (cp, F) factors as (51/, G)(L, I), with (+, G) generous and 
(L, I) an injection, uniquely up to isomorphism, in the sense that If ($‘, G’)(C, I’) is 
another such factorization, then there is a unique theory isomorphism ( p, H) such that 
comm ult’s. 
Proof. The notation of the above diagram will be used in the proofs of both (7) 
and (8) below. 
We first pro~c iuniqueness. 
(7) Let 7~ T. Then 7= e(G(r,), . . . 9 G(t,,)), for t, E 8. Now define pJ) to be J/‘(s), 
xhere S = I[/( s), and define f-Q T) = e( G’( r,), . . . , G’(t,)). First, we show p is well 
defined: 4f S = $(s) = $(s’), then G’(s) = $‘(s’), because L($(s)) = +,4(s))) implies that 
L ‘( J/‘(s)) = L’( &‘(.Y’)). Then by definition, p( Ii/(s)) = 9’(s). Therefore, L’( p@(s))) = 
L’($‘(s )), and since $2’ = $L, L’( p($(s))) = c(+(s)), therefore p($(s)) = 4(s), and so 
p(S) = J7; that is, p is an inclusion. Furthermore, p is surjective, because 9’ is; 
therefore 0 is an identity. 
Similar arguments apply as follows. To ensure that H is well defined, we first 
have to show that e( G’( t,), . . . , G’ir,,)) makes sense in 
to write ep for e, because p is the identity functio-1: 
rihow that ir,G( t) - ;ikG’( I ), for all t c U and k = 0, 1. By 
r. Note that we do not need 
thus, it is only necessary to 
calculation now, for k = 0, 1, 
We nest have to show that the 1,aiue of H(t) is independent of the choice of an 
expresbion for i: in fact, we show that !-I( 7) = 7. By definition, If{ G(r)) -= G’(t). 
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Therefore, I’( H( G( 1))) = I’( G’( t)) = I( G( t)), so that H iG( t)) = G(t). Therefore, 
We(G(O, . . . , G(t,)))=e(G'(t,),.. ., G'(t,))~=e(G(t,),.. ., G(t,,))=i. 
Thus H is an inclusion. That H preserve s identities, composition, and tupling, 
follows from this. 
Finally, we show that H is surjective. Saq t’ E T’. Then t’ = e’( G’( tJ, . . . , G’(t,)), 
and if f = e’( G( t,), . . . , G( tn)), it follows that H(i) = 7’. 
(8) easily follows from (7). First, note that any injection (L, 1) can be factored 
into an isomorphism followed by an inclusion (L, f), because the graph image of 
an injection is the gene**ous image, which is isomorphic to the source. Thus, we get 
the diagram 
Next, the ;ornpusition of a genercus morphism with an isomorphism is a generous 
morphism: so we get exactly the situatic n of (7), and therefore an identity (p, n>. 
But now, composing one isomorphism with the invf:rse of the other, gives the desired 
(p, H), also an isomorphism. 0 
Now, the main result is the following theorem. 
Theorem 22. In the categury Theo of sorted algebraic rheories, an image jkctorization 
system arises *from letting E be the generous theory mwphisms, and M the injective 
theory morphisms. 
Proof. The only things not already proved aue simple properties of injections. cl 
Our ‘generous’ morphisms are also the ‘G-generating’ morphisms of Herrlich and 
Strecker [19], with G the forgetful functor from theories t6 graphs. Thus, results in 
[ 193 can be applied to the present case, and would give fairly specific information 
about the generous image, but since this approach relies on G preserving limits 
(l.vhich follows from its being a right adjoint), we have followed a more concrete 
approach. 
It is perhaps worth mentioning that a development very like the present one can 
be given for C the category Cat of categories. It is much simpler,, because one 
doesn’t have to deal with sorts or tupling; moreover, the results in [19] apply rather 
directly, because the forgetful functor from categories to graphs has a well-known 
left adjoint, the category of paths in a graph. 
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We conclude* this section with a detailed discussion of an example. CLEAR as 
described in [ 131 requires us to factor a theory morphism arising from a derivor. 
Thus, we will also be illustrating material from Section 6. First, a presentation for 
the theory from which we start: 
NATLE 
sorts nat, boo1 
opns 0 : +nat 
inc : nat + nat 
< : nat, nat + boo1 
true : *boo1 
false : + boo1 
and : bool, boo1 + boo1 
eqns OSn = true 
inc(n)G = false 
true and p = P 
false and p = fake 
Next, the signature of the derived theory is given by 
sorts even, booi 
opns 0 : + even 
succ : even + even 
= = : even, even -+ boo1 
Let 2’ denote the signature of N.~TM., and let T: Ul --+ -IT,,, L t. be the quotient theory 
morphism. 
We now give a derivor D: E-YEN -+ U(T,). defined to be @, g}, where (o(even) -1 nat, 
dbool) = boo4 and s~.~>,~.,,(O) = 0, R~,.~,,,~,.,,(succ)(~) = incMc(n )I. R~,~,,.~,~,,,I,~,~I( = = ) 
(s, _r ) = (s s y and j’ < s). The situation is summarized by the following diagram: 
in which (T’, I) is ;I (generous, monic)- :‘xtorization of 11’ T. The purpose ot 
this construciion is to obtain the signed theory T’, and Proposition 21(J) tells 
us what the subtheory 8’ of UN:iTL ,. looks like: U’(even, A 1 contains 0, 
inc(inc(O)), inc(inc(inc(inc(O)))), etc.: U’(bool, A) contains only the (equivalence 
classes of) true, false (these we the images of the terms (0 = = O), SUCC(@ == 0). 
resptxtiwly): 7T ‘(even. even) cont;Gns the identit>* function AT,,, plw the even constant 
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functions 0, inc(inc(O)), etc.; T’(bool, bool) contains the identity function x0 plus 
the constant functions true, false; B’(bool, even, even) contains the ccnstants true, 
false, plus the terms (x06 x, and xl s x0), (xOd x0 and x0< x0), (q 6 x0 and x0 c x,), 
(x,sxI and xl Q x,). In general. B’(even, even”) contains the even constants, plus 
the projections x0, . . . , x,. _ I ; and T(bool, even”) contains the constants true, false, 
plus the terms (xi “Xi and XjdXj)fOCail OSi,jS?I-1. 
It is interesting to notice that it is not the case that (x0< x0 and x06 x0) is in the 
same equiva!ence class (in 8’) as (x0 s x0), or as true. It is only after the inductive 
closure is taken that this happens (see the next section for this). 
It is also interesting to notice that, if we chose to use the notation of EVEN rather 
than of NATLE we could get a theory isomorphic to T’, but not a subtheory of 
TN,,T,_E, by taking mosphisms to be terms such as succ(O), x0 = = xl, and so on. The 
theory T’ described ab,3ve is the unique one given by (generous, injective)-factoriza- 
tion of DOT. 
8. Algebras and induction 
This ser&n introduces model; for our algebraic theories; following Lawvere [23] 
we call them ‘algebras’, and indeed, they correspond to universa! algebras in the 
more usual sense, satisfying the equations of the theory. We are particularly con- 
cerned with two constructions: the ‘most typical’ algebra of a given theory tits 
‘initial’ algebra): and the theory of a given algebra. The latter represents a kind of 
‘induction’, of properties from a given str ucture. If T is a theory and Tt is its initial 
s!gebra, then the theory of Tt is a sort of ‘inductive completion’ of T; it can be 
thought of as adding to T all the particular properties of its most typical model 7”. 
In the application to the semantics of CLEAR, a theory T is often used as a 
description of Tt, and it is then very desirable to have the complete description of 
T’. The theory of the initial algebra of T is denoted induce(T), and our main 
objective is to precisely describe and exemplify the induce construction. A particular 
complication we will have to take account of is that we are working not just with 
theories, but with signed theories. 
For U an algebraic theory, Lawvere defined a U-algebra to be a coproduct- 
preserving functor A: 71 -+ SeP, but this is somewhat unsatisfactory because A( sI s2) 
is then only isomorphic to A(q) x A(s), ,ather than equal to it. Lawvere‘s definition 
is of course satisfactory for the abstract theory of algebra: but for our applications 
it is more convenient to use the particulm Cartesian coproduct structure on SetoP 
and strict coproduct preserving functors, which then gives A@, s2) = A@) X A(+). 
From here, it is not a large step to defining a theory Tes5 which embodies the 
coproduct structure of SeP in a particularly convenient way, so that a T-algebra 
can be defined to be simply a theory morphism T + Tes. 
’ Th< name ‘Tes’ is chosen !O suggest the opposite category of Set. 
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We construct Tes as follows: For its sort set, take the class S = ISet of all (small) 
sets; we then get” the free theory UjSetl, as in Section 4. Next, we define the category 
Tes to have as its objects, strings W in IS&l*, and as its morphisms W+ V, set 
functions m( V) + v( W), where if W = S, . . . S,, then n( W) = S, x l a l x S,. Note that 
this category Tes is equivalent to SetoP, but not equal to it. Now, define a functor 
J: Let, +Tes by sending WE lSetl* to WE ITesl, and f: W + V in Tlsatr( W, V) to 
n(f‘) : n( vq + n( W), the unique map F to n(w) sue that Fo~,~ = p:,), for I s i 6 11, 
where p,” : r( W ) --, S, are the projections (for 1 d i s n), and similarly for p: . It is 
not difficult to verify that J:Ulsetl +Tes is a ISetl-sorted theory, which we shall 
hereafter denote by just simply Ues. 
We Can now give the following definition. 
Definition 12. Let U be a theory. Then a U-algebra is a morphism A: T + Ues in Theo. 
As a special case, for 2‘ a signature, a X-algebra is a morphism A: U1 --* Ues in Theo. 
A signed algebra is a E-algebra, for some signature 2. The tlfeory of a signed algebra 
A/U\-+ Ues is the extremal epic part of its (extremal epic, manic)-factorization 
U L-4 + Tes denoted k(A): ‘IT, -+ A; notice that it is a signed theory. 
If T: UL + U is a signed theory, then a T-algebra is simply a U-algebra A: U -+ T-es. 
But notice that it can always be seen as the E-algebra TA: UA + Ues. The rheor~v of
a T-algebra A: U + Ues is the theory of its E-algebra, and thus is of the Corm 
MA): L_ -+ A, a L-signed theory. 
The interested reader can check that these definitions agree with the usual ones, 
in concrete ca:;es such as the theory of groups. 
Because algebras are theory morphisms, which are in particular functors, it would 
make sense to assume that homomorphisms are something analogous to natural 
transformations between theory morphisms. This indeed does work, as we shall see. 
Moreover, it is not necessary to assume the additional property of such natural 
tr;lnsformations, th;lt they too ‘preserve coproducts‘, because that follows automati- 
ctilly. by the folIoking lemma. 
Proof. Noting that F’(A) = 1 I,< I F(A,) anti that G(A) = 1 Itt I C&+4,), for eachjc I w 
ha~c commutativity of the diagram 
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in whi$h the venical arrows are the injections. But the unique such morphism 
F(A)--, G( A j is the coproduct of the T)/\,. Cl 
NOW if U and lJ’ arc, theories and (cp, F), ($, G): T + T’ are theory morphisms, we 
define a morphism (9, F)+ ($, G) to be a natural transformatkn q: F+ 6. Suppose 
that 8,8’ are respectively S, S’ sorted, by functors J: Ts + 8, J’ : Tsp + T’. Then by 
Lemma 22, 77 is complet,ely determined by what it does on S; or more precisely, 5y 
vJ,,,: F(l(s))+ G(J(s)) for s E S, which is q: u(s)+ $(Q when J is the identity on 
objects. 
This can be \Ised to define homomorphisms as follows. 
Definition 12 (coMwed). Lef T be a rlr~r?; and lef A, B: lJ --, Pes Ix U-algebras. 
Then a ‘IT -homomorphism A + B is a natural transformation v: A * B. Similarly, if 
T: T1 + B is a signed theory, and A, B: B -+Tes are T-algebras, then a T- 
An,,tonlorpkisnl A --, R is a natural transformation q: A 3 B. 
This gives us categories Alg, and Alg., of T-algebras and T-algebras. Actually, 
there is a great deal more we can say some relevant properties are contained in the 
following abstract notions, which are also used in Section 10. 
Definition 13. A Z-category K has objects or O-cells; arrc~ws, morphism, or l-cells; 
and 2- cells. The objects and morphisms form an ordinary category, denoted K. (or 
possibly just K again), called the underlying category of K. A given Z-cell cy has 
both source and target objects, say A and B, and source and target morphisms, say 
,!’ and g: it must be the case that .f and g both have source A and target B. The 
Mowing diagram is helpful in visualizing this: 
For tEsed objects A, f?, the morphisms A + B as objects and the Zcells between them 
form a category K( A, B), with composition known as vertical composition, and with 
iderltities known as rlerticul identities. Given ty : j’=+- g and /3: g * h in K( A, B 1, their 
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vertical composition is CP p: .f + h ; 
h 
and the vertical identity on f is l/: f +J There is also a hotizoiital composition of 
2-cells, whereby from 
we get a 2-cell 
Under this composition, the 3 ,-cells at-e a category, with identit_v horizontal 2-cells 
of the form 
Finally, we requite, in the situation 
that the composites ( (Y 0 p) :): ( 7~ 6) and ( CY :+ r)~ ( ,f? * 6) shall be equal ; and we require, 
in the situation 
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As with ordinary categories, it is conventional and convenient on occasion, to 
denote an identity morphism or 2-cell, by its object or morphism: thus A for 1 A, f 
for 1, and even A for 1 l ,. It may also sometimes be convenient to write composition, 
whether vertical or horizontal (but more often horizontal) by just juxtaposition. For 
example, we may write thie horizontal composite of 
as simply jig. 
The prototypical example *of a 2-category is the category Cat of all (small) 
catego&: its objects are categories; iis morphisms are functors; and its 2-cells are 
natul al trtigsformations. See [30] or [22] for further information on 2-categories. 
We row have the following theorem. 
Theod-em 24. %ao, :k category of theories, with morphisms as in Dejinition 12, and 
with 2-cell taken to be natural ,:ansformations, is a 2-category7. 
Moreover, once it has been verified that algebras and homomorphisms as we have 
defined them corresponci to their usual meanings, the following is well known [3, 
4, 51. 
Theorem 25. For each theory T, there is an initial B-algebra Di, characterized (up 
to isomorphism) by the property that for any other T-algebra A, there is a unique 
B-homomorphism lrt + A. 
From th$ easily obtain the following. 
Proposition 26. rf’ T: ‘o-\ + T is a signed theory), then there is an initial T-algebra, T’, 
characterized (up to isomorphism) by the property that-for any other T-algebra A, there 
is a unique T-homomorphism T’ -+ A. It Cfollows that T’ = TJJ’. 
We are now ready for the following definition. 
Definition 14. Let T: 82 + T be a signed theory; let T’ = TT’ be its signed initial 
algebra. Then induce(T) = h(T’) is the inductive closure of T; it is an extremal 
epimorphism in Theo with source T_ ‘, and is thus a signed theory. 
If T: T, -+ T is an extremal epimorphism-as is often the case-then there Is ;:n 
epimorphism NT. - B -+ A arising from the factorization property for A( Tf) (see (I) 
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of Proposition 18), 
NT is the quotient morphism which imposes on “II those additional equations which 
hold in its initial algebra. 
We now consider an example of this construction, using the presentation 
NATLE 
sorts nat, boo1 
opns 0 : +nat 
inc : n2t + nat 
=2 : n;:\t, nat + bool 
true : +bool 
false : + boo1 
and : bool, boo: + boo1 
eqns OSn = true 
inc( n)SO = false 
inc( n d inc( nr ) = t1 S in 
true and p =P 
false and p f= f&e end 
For the remainder of this section, let 2’ denote the signature of NATLK let J be 
u NN‘l 1.9 which is TJQ, where Q is the theory congruence generated in ‘1TL by the 
equations in NA’TU.; and let T: U1 -+ U be the quotient morphism, noting that it is 
tin cstremal epimorphism (we can use (2) of Proposition 21). Then U’ is the initial 
algebra of lJ and we let A denote Tt, the corresponding signed algebra: it is, as 
expected, (up to ,V-’ Isomorphism) the nonnegativ: integers with booleans and the 
less-than-or-equal relation S. There are quite a number of equations which are true 
of A, hut are not in T (that is, to be precise, they do not appear as pairs in Q). For 
example, “_I-(, s s,,” is not in thl; same equivalence class as “true” in T: and “s,, and 
*i-‘( I ” is not in the same equivalence class as “A$‘. (Note tha\t the symbol “A-,,” is 
uctuall! being used to denote two diRerent vari;tbles, one of sort nat and one of 
sort bool. This is in accord with r’he notational conventions of Section 4, because 
the sorts c;1n be recovered from the contest.) llowewr, both the equations 
are satisfied in the initial algebra (this me;ms that the left- ;wd right-hand sides 
evaluate to the same truth value for any choice of a value for .Y,, (of the right sort, 
of coww). These equations therefore appear in the theory r1(,4) = induce(T), and 
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they represent distinct arrows of B which are mapped to the same arrow in A by 
the functor NF The above equations are therefore ‘inductively true’ of the initial 
algebra A, but not (equationally) deductively true of the original theory T. 
Let us look a little more carefully at the initial algebra A of T. Its carriers are 
determined as follows: A,,,l, is the set T(nat, A) and consists of the terms 0, inc(O), 
inc(inc(O)), etc.; A hool is the set T(bool, A), and consists of (the equivalence classes 
of) the terms true and false (for example, the class of true also contains true and 
true, true and (true and true)), Viewed as a theory morphism T + Tes, we have for 
example, A!-K, d .x0) :Anat x A,,, + Ahoolr which turns out to be the constant function 
with value true. silmilarly, A(and): Alto,,, x Ahool + Aboo, is the usual boolean conjunc- 
tion. These assertions permit verification of those made above about the two 
equations. 
9. Applying theory-valued procedures 
The specificatioil language CLEAR has features for defining theory-valued pro- 
cedures, and for applying them to theory actuals to get new theories. For example, 
the text 
proc Table(Valua : Triv*) = 
induce enrich Nat + Value by 
sorts table 
opns nilt : + table 
pit : value, nat, table + table 
[ ] : table, nat + value 
eqns nilt[ n] = * 
put( r, n, put( L”, n’, I)) = if II = n’ then put( ~7, n, t) else 
put( u’, n’, put( 0, n, I)) fi 
put( U, 11, r)[n’] = if 11 = n’ then u else r[n’] fi 
enden end 
defines a theory-valued procedure which, given a theory V (containing a sort zlj 
satisfying Triv* (we will define Triv* and ‘satisfaction’ a little later), produces a 
theory Table(V) of tables of U’S indexed by natural numbers with operations for 
updating and reading values of sort v, nilt denotes the initial table, all of whose 
values are *. a constant of sort u which must be supplied in V; _[ .] is a ‘mix-fix’ 
operator for reading the table: induce is as described in Section 8, + denotes combintt, 
and enrich. . . by.. . enden is as described at the end of Section 5. 
The primary purpose of this section is to describe what it means to apply a 
theory-valued procedure like Table to a theory actual, let us say V, to get a rzsult 
theory, in this case Table( V), tables of ~3. This kind of Drocedure applicatic n is 
perhaps the most characteristic and significant feature of CLEAR, and like so IT uch 
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else discussed in this paper, it depends on colimits of theories.? (It is not the purpose 
of this section to give a precise meaning for every feature of the CLEAR text above; 
a semantics for CLEAR is given in [IO].) 
First, let us define Triv*. It is the theory given by the presentation 
sorts triv 
opns * : + triv 
which in CLEAR would be denoted by 
const Triv* = 
sorts triv 
opns * : * triv 
This is the theory of ‘pointed sets’: that is, a Triv*-algebra A is (in its set-theoretic, 
rather than its functorial form) a set A,,; and an element *.q c AIri\ (i.e., a ‘point’ in 
Atria)- 
We will use the following terminology. 
Definition 15. Let T: lJL + T be a signed theory with T surjective, and let V be a 
theory. We say that V satisfies T ifT there is a theory morphism F: Ul + V which 
factors through T, i.e., such that there is a theory morphism F’ such that 
commutes in Theo: when <such an F' exists, F is called a _fitting wwphisn~ for V to 
T. (Because T is surjective, F’ is unique if its exists.) 
In our applications, V generaily has a signature, i.e., there is a given theory 
morphism V: TIT,) + V: but we do not wish to export this information in the result 
of the procedure application. Consequently, we ignore the signatures of xtuals, 
and colinGts are taken in the category of theories, rather than signed theories. 
We call Triv* the rwztasort of the procedure Table: it defines the conditions which 
a theor!. actual must satisfy, and an expression like “V:TriP‘ is analogous to a 
sort declaration like “h: bool”. 
Notice that we are not allowed to write Table(Nat) because this contains no 
indication of rslri~h constant of sort nat should be chosen for *. But if xe define a 
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new theory Nat* by 
const Nat* = 
enrich Nat by 
opns *: + nat 
eqns * = 0 emden 
then it is obvious what Tabl@Nat*) should mean. However, strictly speaking, a 
fitting rnqGGs.~~ should be provided. Fitting morphisms can be defined by dcrivors. 
In the case at hand, we could either define a theory morphism D:Triv* + Nat by 
D(*) = 0: or we could define D’* :Triv* + Nat* with D’(*) = * (the sort mapping of 
these derivors is of cwrse triv- nat). 
Let us now considelA the general case. The ‘body’ of the procedure is a surjective 
signed theory B: BL + 8, and there are n parameter metasorts, A&: BE, + T, for 
i=l..... 11, each surjeceive, where each Mi is a subtheory of B, i.e., 2; C_ 2, T, c T, 
and the diagrams 
B 
all cclmmute in Theo; we shall let K,: M, + B denote the inclusions in SigTheo, or 
(amb iguousiy) K;: T, 4 5. Let us further assume, for the sake of generality, that there 
are ;, number of signed theories, IIt,. . *, Dnt, with targets Dk,. . . , D,, which are 
shared in various ways among the M, (for example, it is quite possible that the 
theory of boolean truthvalues is a subtheory of B and several of the M;); let 
( K,,: D, --, M, 1 (_j, i)n I} be a set of subtheory inclusions, for I c 
0 , ’ l l . II?} x{ 1,. . . , n} an index set, such that if (j, i} and (i, i’) are both in I, then 
the diagram 
of inclusions commutes in SigTheo. 
NowletA,fori=l,..., n be a collection of ‘actuals’ to be ‘substituted’ into the 
procedure body B for T,, and assume that Ai satisfies M, by given fitting morphisms 
F,:-U,,+A,; further, assume that there are given inclusions (K $0, + A, 1 (j? i> E 1’) 
such that I E I’ and such that if (j, i) E I, then F, ‘preserves’ D, in the sense that the 
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diagram 
commutes in Theo. Finally, to account for the possibiiity that some D, may occur 
in B and in some A;, even though it does not occur in any M,, we shall assume 
there are inclusions { KT : DJ -+ Blj E I”} such that if j E I” and (j, i) E I’, then the 
diagrams 
commute if (j, i)E I. 
Thus, we have altogether a commutative diagram, let us call it 9’. 
in which the qward arrows u- ;: e inclusions and the downward arrwvs are fitting 
mol phisms. This diagram expresses the environment in which procedure application 
i:, to trike place, including the shared subtheories which must be kept track of 
( Hurstall and Goguen [ IO] handle shxed subtheory environments in a more elegan. 
way using ‘based theories‘: but that would only distract from the m:lin point in the 
present context). 
The result of the procedure application in the above situation is simply the colimit 
C of the diagram 9 : moreover, the injection of the theories D, into C provide the 
necessary information about shared subthcories in case C ih Iater combined with 
other t heoriec. 
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and the theory which results from applying Table to Nat via F’ is induce of the 
theory’ with the following signature: 
sorts bool, nat, table 
opns true : + boo1 
filise : +bool 
-and_ : bool, boo1 --* bonl 
0 : + n’at 
inc : nat --* nat 
= - - : nat, nat + boo1 
if_then_else_fi : boo], nat, ndt + nat 
nilt : + table 
Put : nat, nat, table + table 
Cl - - : table, nat + nat 
where the theory Nat contains equality, conditional, and booleans-the dots indicate 
additional operations which may be present- and we have omitted all equations 
(note that 0 must be substituted for * in the fable equations). 
Let us turn again to the general case. The following shows how to calculate the 
result of the application of a theory-valued procedure to theory actuals. 
Theorem 27. Lef B: Ul -+ 8, M,: lk, +T,, Fi : Tl + A,, Ki: M, -+ B, erc. .jc OS above : 
let C be the dimit qf the diagram 9 ahue: let P = (S, 2, 8) and t S,, fl,, &> be 
presentations for B and A,, re._?ectiveiy, with F, : TX, + Ai given b_y a derivor di: Ci + 
U(-tr,,,); assume that S, E S, 25, r, E, and that there are also given corres+nding 
slrbpreserltatiorls Q, = (Si, z’l, Yi) of‘ P-for the D,. Then a presentation jar C is iriven 
’ One subtlety we have to mention in treating ihis example, is that the initial irhce in the body of 
Table is ml> :qqAied @CT the actuals have been substituted for the parameters, nbt before. 
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by p = <S, s, g>, obtained as follows: 
( I ) By renaming some sorts if necessary, we mav assume that the following conditions . 
are satisjed by S and the Si: 
(a) For s E S and so E S,, s # so unless there are some j and s’ E Sy such that 
K~‘(s’) = s and Knives’) = ~0. 
(b) For s E S, and s’ E Sis, s # s’ unless there are some j and sI, E Si such that 
Kfi( so) = s and K:j( so) = s’. 
(2) Let S’ = S u IJi Si ; let S be S’ with d,(s) substituted . for s wherever d,(s) is 
dejned (i.e. ,for each sort s in T,). 
(3) By renaming some operations if necessary, we may’ assume ihat the .following 
conditions are satisfki by C and the Xi (with their indices ranging over S): 
(a) for CT E Z,,.,< and w E O,,..,, cr # o unless there are some j and a’ E I,,;, such 
that KJ’(rr’) = (T and K:,(o)) = W. 
(bj Jor w = f.p; ,,,., \ and ok a,, ,,,-, , w # we unless there are some j and Q E Y,,,.., 
such that K ;,( CT) = Q and K I,*(u) = o’. 
(4) Let Z‘=(~U ,J, f&)--U, L’,. 
(5) Let g be % u U, gi, with d,(o 3 substituted ,for each oc*currc;;~‘ti CIJ c in each 
equation, _for each (T in C,, jar each i. 
Moreover, tl;e injections Ai -+ C nnd D, -+ C are inclusions. 
Proof. We omit details, but the result follows from: the general result about calculat- 
ing colimits in comma categories by calculating colimits of each component separ- 
ately ( Proposition 2 and Corollary 3); the comma category form of Pres (see the 
discussion after Theorem 9): and the relationship between theories and presentations 
(Theorems IO and IO”“). 2 
Notice that this result actually gives an algorithm for computing C. 
The signature of the result of a theory-valued procedure application is defined 
to be the signature z’ of its body, with the signed theory being the theory morphism 
U\ -+ C which is the composite lr$ B -!A C where h is the coproduct injection. In 
general, this will result in signed theories having hidden sorts and operators \those 
in the A, not named by 2’). 
The reader may wish to check that all this is con&tent with the esumple given 
in this section. 
10. Abstrxt theories 
It appears that tnmy different kinds of theory we relw~nt to computation, noi 
just the many-sorted equational (i.e., Lawvere) theories discussed previously in this 
paper. For example, the error theories of Goguen [ 163, the Horn theories of Keane 
[2 I 1, the continuous and rational algebraic theories of ADJ [2], the iterative theories 
of Fllgot [ 151, and various combinations and elaborations of these. It is far from 
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clear that there is, or ever will bc, scme notion of theory which is the best for 
studying computation. However, M*hat, - dr notion of theory one is using, one wi,uld 
certainly like to to have as many nice pr jxrties as possible, and in particular, the 
kind of properties proved in this paper for many-sorted Lawvere theories. It would 
indeed be tedious t’o have to do this over and over again for each particular kind 
of theory which might arise: one would l:ke to have a general theory of theories 
which would make a;-ailable at least thz results which are most important for 
specification. The purpose of this section is -0 sketch qne way that this might be done. 
Let us begin by summarizing the steps we have already taken: 
(I) generalize the notion of ‘theory’ to an arbitrary category with (finite) co- 
products; thus, the objects need no longer be strings of sort names, and indeed, we 
can regard the opposite category of (small) sets as a theory Tes with a particular 
coproduct structure ; 
(2) the ‘algebras’ of a theory, T are now the theory morphisms (i.e., coproduct 
preserving functors) from -1T to the theory Tes: 
(3) the ‘homomorphisms’ between algebras A: U +Tes and A’: U --* Tes are the 
natural transformations between the functors A and A’. 
The generalization can bc stated in terms of the four axiom? already given in 
Section 1 cf Part !. However, they now carry more force because all the terms u:$ed 
in the.n ha7 c been precisely defined, and also exemplified in the case of many-sot-ted 
Lawwere theories. 
Assumption 1. 7here is a ‘fbrge@ul jirnctor U: Th -+ S with a leji adjoint, F: S + Th, 
whiclt is inject ice. 
Assumption 2. Both the categories S ~j’signattrres and Th oj’theories haveJinite c4imits. 
Assumption 3. Every morphism j‘ in Th has a factorization .f’= em, where e is an 
estremal epimorphism and m is a monomorphism. 
Assumption 4. 77le category Th o,f theories and theor+:I r?iorphisnls is the wderlying 
category oj’a 2- category also denoted Th. There is a distinguished ‘ground’ object G 
in Th srtch that jkr each object F in Th, the cutegory Th(U, G) has an initial object, 
denoted T’ . The Z-cells in Th(B, 63) are called B-homomorphisms, and this category 
is alw dmoted Alg !. 
Much of what has gone before can be done in this setting. For example, the very 
basic notions of algek, and theory of an algebra can be generalized directly from 
Definition 12, as follows. 
Definition 16. Let 7; E IThI be a theory. Then a ‘IT-algebra is a morphism A: U + G 
in Th. As a special case, for C E ISI a signature, a X-algebra is a morphism A: -IT:. -+ G 
in Th. A Figned algebra is a Z-algebra, for some signature C. The theory of a signed 
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algebra A: UL + G is the extremal epic part of its (extremal epic, manic)-factorization 
-v-\-n A-4, denoted A(A):JIx -j A; notice that it is a signed theory. 
if ‘73, -+ B is a signed theory, then a T-algebra is simply a T-algebra A: T + G 
(notice that it can always be seen as the Z-algebra TA: lJx -*US). 
T-algebra A: T 43 is the theory of its E-algebra, and thus 
h(A): UI + A, a E-signed theory. 
The theory of a 
is of the form 
Assumption 4. 7’hcp category) Th qf theories and theory morphisms is the underlying 
category of Q 2-category, also denoted Th. There is a distinguished object G in Th 
such th:lt jbr each object T in Th, the category Th(lJ, G) has an initial cbject, denoted 
lJ.’ . The 1 -cells and Z-cells in Th(T, G) are called T-algebras and B -homontorphisms, 
respectively, and this category is also denoted Alg,. 
Given a signed theory T: U1 + U, by Assumption 4’, there is an initial U-algebra, 
UT::U-&. Let Ti:UL-4 be the composite TU’; it is the signed algebra corre- 
sponding to T’. 
We now extend ’ to be a functor, from the category STh of signed theories, to 
the category of signed algebras. 
Definition 17. Let A: IJL -+ G and A’: UL+ -+ G be signed algebras. Then a morphism 
A -+ A’ of signeri algebras is :J pair (q, q), rvhere q: ,V --, Z’ and q: A+7J,.4’. Let 
Salg denote the category of signed algebras, with composition 
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T’ 
We art3 now ready to generalize Definition 12. 
Definition 18. Let T: TL + T be a signed theory; let T’ = TV’ be its signed initial 
algebra. Then induce(T) = h( T’) is the inductive closure of T; it is an extremal 
epimorphisrr in Th wilh source U1 and thus a signed theory. 
Other remarks in Section )i: also generalize, such as the existence of a signed 
theory epimc>rphism N T: “A~_* Sz( Tt) when T: lJx + -IT is an epimorphism. In fact, all 
&tbe CI EAI~ constructions described in this paper can be carried out in the general 
tramewo+ of the four axioms given above. and this suffices for the semantics of 
the original Burstall and’ Goguen [8] version of the language. 
We have more recenti!] developed other ways to approach the problems discussed 
above. Burstall and Goguen [lo] suggest using ‘institutions’, and also abandon 
induce in favour of ‘data constraints’. Burstall and Rydeheard [12] generalize theories 
in the form of so-called monads (also called triples; see [25]) in a way which can 
handie signatures and induce. This generalization is able to encompass continuous 
theories, and also the order sorted theories of Goguen [ 171, but unfortunately not 
the higher-order theories of Parsaye-Ghomi [31]. It appears that much work remains 
to be done in this area. 
11. Concluding remarks 
This paper might seem to raise as many questions as it answers. Three areas for 
fu’rther research that we regard as particularly important, are the following: 
( 1) The previous section mentioned many different kinds of theory, but t:ie results 
91’ this paper suffice to establish the basic assumptions mentioned for only two 
relatively simple cases, many-sorted Lawvere theories having as their abstract sig- 
natures either signatures with co-arity, or else presentations. Similar results for other 
choices of theory and signature are very much to de desired. For example, Meseguer 
[28] has shown that categories of continuous theories are cocomplete; he also has 
studied their factorization situations. 
(2 I Our treatment of ‘initial algebra induction’ is very incomplete. Explicit syntac- 
tic ~,~roof r-tiles are needed, in orde. r that this can be implemented: for example, are 
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versions of the usual structural induction principle valid? How can presentations 
be used efficiently? Some related questions are explored in [ 18,291. The latest version 
of CI_EAR uses ‘data theories’ and similar questions should be raised in this con- 
nection. 
(3) It is also desirable to explore the general 2-category framework of Section 10 
further, and in particular, to relate it explicitly to more familiar approaches. We 
need to know what further assumptions are needed to do induction, and whether 
they dre satisfied for appropriate special kinds of theories. (Perhaps, for example, 
some kind of Yoneda property for G.) 
There are also some more specific questions: 
(4) For a fixed sort set S, the category Theo, of S-sorted algebraic theories is 
actually the category of algebras of a theory, the theory of S-sorted theories! This 
gives a great deal of information about Theos, in particular, its colimits and 
factorizations. Unfortunately, there does not seem to be any way to do this trick 
with the category Theo of all sorted al ;ebraic theories. However, the relationship 
between-Theo and all the Theo,% is an instance of a general ‘indexed category‘ 
construction, we believe that this fact can be exploited. (Notice that Sig and ISet 
are alsq indexed categories.) 
(5) Are the f unctors /z and ’ of Section 8 related by an adjoint situation? 
(6) We believe that a kind of LW extension can be gotten as a special case of 
C’r MR, with ob-iects in Th being sets of equations used to describe S-expressions 
which quite possibly involve circularity, and sharing of subexpressions ( ee [24] and 
171 for some relevant ideas). The extensions to LW which result include adding a 
{kind of type checking (e.g., for the parameters of functions) for structure which 
properly takes account of sharing, and the pitthering together of sets of functions 
Into gi’oups, 3s in S;l~r;r .;\ classes. 
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